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Built for Contact
Centers, AI Developers,
and more...

Powerful architecture allows you to utilize underlying capture
data, eliminating the complexities of certification,
maintenance, and support. You can focus on leveraging the
captured data to fuel your business intelligence.

Fueling Business Intelligence

Choose between a hosted and managed environment or
deploy and store your recordings in Azure BLOB storage or S3
buckets, giving you the flexibility to store and utilize the data
wherever you require, ensuring maximum flexibility and
control.

Flexible & Quick Deployment

Product Summary
Numonix’s Microsoft
Teams Recording as a
Service (TRaaS) is
designed for developers,
integrators or large
organizations seeking a
robust and easy-to-use
cloud-native recording
solution.

With Numonix TRaaS, you
can effortlessly hook into
Microsoft Teams and
access high-quality media
in a centralized cloud-
native solution.

Keyword Search Roles Based Guest Recognition

Leave the certification, maintenance, and support to us. Our
solution is certified and compatible with Microsoft Teams,
ensuring compliance and reliability. Numonix’s TRaaS solution
is fully managed, freeing you from technical burdens and
enabling you to focus on what matters most.

Simplified Certfication
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Why Numonix?
Numonix enables businesses
to thrive in an era of
intelligence and automation
with innovative capture,
recording and playback
solutions.

75%
of conversations are
predicted to will be recorded
and analyzed in 2025

2.7B
Meeting minutes or 45
million hours are recorded
each year. 
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Gain direct access to private bot metrics, logs, and
monitoring capabilities. Leverage the power of our
APIs to customerize your workflows

Direct Access

Effortlessly retrieve metrics, logs, and real-time
monitoring data, enabling you to stay informed and in
control.

Monitoring Data

Provides authorized users with the ability to
dynamically control recording notifications by group.

User Authorization

DIRECT API’S FOR ENHANCED CONTROL

Powerful architecture allows you to utilize underlying capture data, eliminating the complexities of
certification, maintenance, and support. You can focus on leveraging the captured data to fuel your
business intelligence.

Choose between a hosted and managed environment or deploy and store your recordings in Azure BLOB
storage or S3 buckets, giving you the flexibility to store and utilize the data wherever you require, ensuring
maximum flexibility and control.

POWERFUL ARCHITECHTURE


